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average_color  average_color

Description
return the average color from an image

Usage
average_color(img)

Arguments
img the image (a array)

draw  draw

draw

Description
transform a folder of screenshot into a synthetic picture

Usage
draw(folder)

Arguments
folder the path of the folder

Examples
## Not run:
#options(ffmpeg = "C:/ffmpeg-3.1.4-win64-static/bin/ffmpeg.exe") # windows user
library(magrittr)
gen_screenshot(movie = "D:/mymovie.avi") %>%
draw()

## End(Not run)
folder_average_color

Description
return the average color from all folder’s images

Usage
folder_average_color(folder)

Arguments
folder the path of the folder

gen_screenshot

description
transform a movie into lot of screenshots

Usage
gen_screenshot(movie, folder = tempfile(), every = 10)

Arguments
movie the path of the movie
folder the path of the folder
every time between each screenshot in seconds

Examples
## Not run:
gen_screenshot(movie = "D:\mymovie.avi") %>%
browseURL()

## End(Not run)
Description

this package transform a movie into a simple image...

Examples

```r
## Not run:
#options(ffmpeg = "C:/ffmpeg-3.1.4-win64-static/bin/ffmpeg.exe") # windows user
library(magrittr)
  gen_screenshot(movie = "D:/mymovie.avi") #>
  draw()#>
  print()

## End(Not run)
```
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